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About BFB Gallagher
• Focused on nonqualified plans for highly
compensated individuals in nonprofit organizations
• 385+ nonprofit clients
• Coast-to-coast offices
• Executive and Board education
• Plan audit, design, implementation, and ongoing
service
• Regulatory compliance and due diligence
requirements for nonprofits

www.BFBbenefit.com
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The Market

Executive benefits
are growing in usage

Why Is This Happening?

70%+
aged 50+

www.BFBbenefit.com

3 out of
10 retiring
soon

Recruiting
frenzy
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Credit Unions with Nonqualified Plans
(excluding severance)

91%

By Asset Size
% of Credit Unions

75%
68%

41%
31%
26%

10%
1%

<$10M

$10M <$20M

$20M <$40M

$40M <$75M

$75M <$150M

$150M <$400M

$400M <$1B

$1B+

Source: 2016 NAFCU-BFB Gallagher Executive Compensation and Benefits Survey

Continuity/Succession Is a Concern
The Team is becoming more important
– Succession planning
– Regulatory concern
– Implementation of strategic goals
– Continuity of business and culture
– Members’ perception

www.BFBbenefit.com
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Number of Executives with NQ Plans
(excluding severance)

Next – What Is the Peer Group Doing?

www.BFBbenefit.com
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Compensation Components
1. Base salary − competitive to market and
considers experience, skills, success
2. Bonus/incentives − engage and focus
3. Benefits
4. Perquisites

Three Key Concepts
A successful compensation package
incorporates these key concepts:
1. Fair and reasonable compensation
2. Shortfall analysis
3. Compensation philosophy

www.BFBbenefit.com
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Compensation Philosophy
• Mission statement for your compensation
program
• Benchmarks the competitive market and
sets target percentiles for high performers,
those meeting expectations, and new hires
• Strategic roadmap and consistency
• Due diligence – Repeatable!

Retaining Executive Talent
What is the value of retaining executives for
career service?
• Long-term return on investment
• Strategic vision is advanced, uninterrupted
• Stronger connection to membership
• Institutional knowledge stays in-house

www.BFBbenefit.com
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Common Misconceptions
• My CEO has been here a long time and
wouldn’t leave
• My CEO is happy here and wouldn’t leave
• My CEO’s salary and benefits are already
excessive – it’s more than my own
retirement package
• There isn’t anywhere else for my CEO to go

Executive Benefits: Why?
Recruit

• Better candidates
• Faster process

Retain

• Continuity
• Material impact

Reward

www.BFBbenefit.com

• Share in organization’s success
• Longevity
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How do we know if a
benefit is too little
or too much?

Begin at the Beginning
• What is the CU already giving in Benefits

www.BFBbenefit.com
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Shortfall Analysis
• Projection of what benefits might be
payable during retirement years
• Evaluate actual vs. projected percentage
of retirement income
• If percentage of salary falls short, need to
look at non-qualified executive benefit
plans

www.BFBbenefit.com
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Target Replacement Income

Income Targets

www.BFBbenefit.com
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Variables
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compensation philosophy
Strategic needs
Performance measures
Experience
Payment/retirement time horizon
Credit union profile

Plans with Retention Power
Nonqualified Deferred Compensation:
457(f) and 457(b)
Section 83 Bonus: Restrictive Bonus Plan
Welfare Benefit: Split Dollar

www.BFBbenefit.com
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Nonqualified Deferred Compensation
Type

Features

Pros

457(f)

• Employer‐funded
benefit

• Predictable expense

• Vesting date

Cons

Legal promise with
associated ongoing
• Plan ends at
expense and
executive’s termination liability
• Option for cost‐
recovery investment

457(b)

• 403(b) excess
plan

• Predictable expense

• No vesting date

IRS limits can make
accruing a
• Plan ends at
meaningful benefit
executive’s termination difficult

Welfare Benefit: Split Dollar

www.BFBbenefit.com

Features
• Tax‐free income
to participant

Pros
• No promised
benefit

• Vesting date for
retention

• Built‐in cost
recovery

Cost mitigation
to institution

• Flexibility
regarding vesting

Preferential 990
reporting

• Benefit caps

Cons
• Long term
commitment – 30
year Mortgage
• Interest rate is
fixed
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Section 83: Restrictive Bonus Plan
Features
• Deferred
compensation
and welfare
benefit
• Tax‐free income
to participant

www.BFBbenefit.com

Pros
Cons
• Predictable expense Ongoing expense
and bonus
commitment until
• Plan ends at
executive’s
termination
termination
• Option for cost‐
recovery
investment
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Other Committee/BOD Considerations
• Due Diligence should also include
– Plan effect to the Bottom Line – EXACTLY
– Regulatory Concerns
• Concentration
• Other regulatory concerns
• Balance Sheet

Basics in Building a Plan
From the Regulator:
• Fair and Reasonable
– Shortfall Analysis
– Peer Group Data

• Safe and Sound
– Funding
– Legal Provisions - Crucial

www.BFBbenefit.com
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Develop the Plan

Exec

Age

Years of
Service

CEO

57

20

65

CFO

47

5

Potential CEO

COO

59

25

62

Retirement Age

Design Considerations
Executive Factors
CEO
• Cost of plan
• Flexibility in timing
CFO
• Significant enough to hold
• Longer Time horizon
COO
• Rewards for years of service
• Cost of plan

www.BFBbenefit.com
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Meaningful and Significant
Exec
CEO

Plan
Split Dollar

Reason
Reward
• Immediate Vesting
• Financial Planning
• Tax Advantaged

CFO

457(f) & Split Dollar

Retention
• Cliff Vesting
• Early Payouts
• Tax Advantages/DB

COO

457(b) Plan

Reward/Cost
• Cost efficient
• Tax advantage

The Bottom Line

www.BFBbenefit.com
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The Role of the Board of Directors
Key concepts
• Understanding the market
• Understanding the options
• Understanding the needs of the credit
union’s executive team
• Importance of the board retaining the
consultant (rather than the executives)
• Ongoing executive compensation oversight

Best Compensation Practices
• Committees must communicate effectively with the
Board
• Engage consultants who report directly to the Board
• No screening or filtering by the CEO
• Inspect plan modifications
• Ensure plan documentation is compliant and terms
understood
• Associate with professionals to monitor legal
developments

www.BFBbenefit.com
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Next Steps
•
•
•
•
•
•

Educational session & due diligence
Review existing plans
Assess recruiting and retention needs
Identify consultants
Implementation of best practices
Ongoing administration and compliance

Thank you!
Guy Collins, CFP®
Area Vice President
Guy_Collins@ajg.com
214-202-3799

BFB Gallagher is the NAFCU Preferred Partner for
Executive Benefits and Compensation Consulting.
More educational resources are available at
www.BFBbenefit.com.

www.BFBbenefit.com
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Disclosures
BFB Gallagher (“BFB”) does not provide legal, tax or accounting advice. BFB has provided you with this material strictly in its capacity as an employee benefits
consulting firm. The information contained herein is based on data you may have provided, our interpretation of the existing Internal Revenue Code, and the
application of relevant statutes, regulations, court rulings, and familiarity with this material as it currently exists. Based on the legal and accounting complexity of
employee benefit issues, along with the changing statutory and regulatory environment, BFB strongly recommends that you consult with, and seek the advice of, your
legal and/or accounting advisor(s) regarding this material.
This proposal contains proprietary information of BFB and possession of this information is not deemed a waiver of our rights. In addition, this proposal has been
created for your exclusive use, and distribution of this information to a non-affiliated party is strictly prohibited.
Securities may be offered through Kestra Investment Services, LLC, (Kestra IS), member FINRA/SIPC. Investment advisory services may be offered through Kestra
Advisory Services, LLC (Kestra AS), an affiliate of Kestra IS. BFB is a member of PartnersFinancial. Neither Kestra IS nor Kestra AS are affiliated with BFB or
PartnersFinancial. Neither Kestra IS, Kestra AS, BFB, their affiliates nor representatives provide accounting, legal or tax advice.
Investment products are not a deposit or other obligation of or guaranteed by, any bank or bank affiliate.
Investment products are not insured by the FDIC or any other federal government agency, or by any bank or bank affiliate.
Investment products may be subject to investment risk, including possible loss of value.
Withdrawals made from investment products during the first 15 years could result in unfavorable LIFO taxation under IRC Section 7702(f)(7) “force-out” rules.
Withdrawals in excess of cost basis may be taxable. Lapsing a policy with an outstanding loan results in the loan, and any accrued interest, being treated as a
distribution, which may be taxable. Modified endowment Contracts (“MEC’s”) are taxed differently and are not suitable for this program if surrenders or loans are
anticipated. Please check policy illustrations to see if the policies being considered are MEC’s. Certain changes to a non-MEC policy could result in the policy
becoming a MEC. Professional tax advisors should be consulted. Any loans, withdrawals or partial surrenders will reduce cash values and death benefits.
Mutual Funds & Variable Universal Life Insurance Policies: Before investing, investors should carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and
expenses of the variable product and its underlying investment options. The current contract prospectus and underlying fund prospectuses provide this and other
important information. Please contact your representative or the Company to obtain the prospectuses. Please read the prospectus carefully before investing or sending
money.
Past performance cannot predict future results. The purpose of this discussion outline is to present the issues and plan mechanics associated with a taxable
investment and corporate owned life insurance financing strategy. The insurance products shown in this report are representative of the market and are based on a
hypothetical investment yield which is not guaranteed.

www.BFBbenefit.com
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Best Compensation Practices
Originally published in the February 2013 issue of Credit Union Business Magazine
Written by James S. Patterson and C. Daniel Sherman of the law firm Sherman & Patterson,
Ltd; and Tom Telford, Area Senior Vice President at BFB Gallagher

By carefully managing executive compensation, a credit union’s board of directors can minimize the
risk that executives, members, the public, or regulators will complain about or challenge how they
compensate top management.
We have discovered what does and doesn’t work after years of working on executive benefits for taxexempt organizations. Here are some ideas your organization should consider adopting.

Develop a Compensation Philosophy
A compensation philosophy is a formal document that codifies the credit union’s guiding compensation
principles and objectives and establishes performance targets. It should be signed by the board chair and
added to board minutes. The philosophy should:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify a peer group of employers
Target positioning within the peer group
Specify the balance between guaranteed and incentive compensation
Define the mix of cash compensation and benefits

Once approved, the board should regularly review their compensation philosophy document to ensure
that compensation practices continue to conform to its guidelines. The board should not set the
compensation philosophy aside and ignore it.

Benefits of a Documented Compensation Philosophy
Having a documented compensation philosophy helps to establish consistency in compensation levels
that can be especially helpful as positions open up and new executives are hired to fill those slots. It also
creates a measure of fairness that reduces the risk of a disgruntled executive suing the organization for
employment discrimination. The philosophy is helpful when board members change as it gives them a
strong basis on which to continue the status quo or to make necessary changes in compensation.

Seek Comparability Data
Knowing the compensation levels and practices of a peer group is critical for setting executive
compensation to achieve the objectives stated in the philosophy. The board should not rely on just one
source of data. Instead, it should review two or three reputable sources and compare the data it receives.
A board’s analysis of compensation levels may involve averaging, or sometimes eliminating an outlier if

results seem skewed. It is important to compare similarly sized credit unions, and comparable positions
within those credit unions. If the board uses a consultant to find the comparability data, it should verify
that the consultant is providing reliable data. The board should not rely solely on comparability data
provided by the executive team.

Require Regulatory and Tax Compliance
Boards should ask legal staff or consultants to confirm that the plans and their funding vehicles comply
with all applicable regulations. An audit is the wrong time to find out that regulatory review or approval
was required before the plan was implemented and the funding assets acquired, or that benefits were
taxable earlier than expected or subject to penalties. The 46 states that have state credit union charters
each have their own set of credit union laws and regulations that must be followed and federally insured
state-chartered credit unions must understand and comply with all federal regulations and standards as
well. On the other hand, federal credit unions do not need to comply with the state credit union laws in the
states where they are headquartered; they are covered only by federal law and regulations.

Review Compensation Annually
Although a compensation package may be fair and consistent with the standards set forth in the
compensation philosophy document, some executives will still perceive they are underpaid or have
inferior benefits. Annual reviews can help avoid the surprise and disappointment of an executive resigning
to accept a better offer, or discovering that after many years a plan is woefully over or under-funded.
Executives should be given an opportunity to ask questions or raise concerns. With all of its various
compensation components—salary, incentive compensation, benefits, and perquisites—an annual review
is a good opportunity to look at the big picture and see how all of the components interrelate.

Consider the Multiplier Effect
An executive’s benefits are often tied to base salary. A defined benefit SERP, for example, may specify
that the executive receive payments of 1.5 times base salary on a certain date. If base salary increases,
this will directly increase the SERP payments. SERP benefits may also be based on total compensation
(i.e. base salary plus incentive compensation), which significantly increases the complexity of managing
the changes in the projected SERP benefit. Incentive compensation plans can be designed with large
variances in possible awards, creating an even greater impact on the executive’s SERP benefit. A board
needs to be aware of these multiplier effects as it analyzes appropriate levels of base salary and incentive
compensation for its SERP participants.

Establish a Subcommittee for Executive Compensation
Compensation issues are complicated. As credit unions increase in size and complexity, the board should
consider establishing a compensation committee or executive committee to oversee compensation
issues for the board. The board should choose committee members based on their experience with and
interest in compensation issues. A committee can dig more deeply into and address more knowledgeably
compensation details that are too tedious to be addressed in a typical full board meeting. The committee
members should receive materials well in advance of the meeting so they have adequate time for
analysis and are prepared for discussion.

Committees Must Communicate Effectively with the Board
Although such committees can add significant value to the board, their role is to administer the board’s
policy, not to create the policy itself. Effective communication between the compensation committee
and the board is critical. Benefit levels can get out of control and create division when compensation
committees fail to communicate effectively with other board members. At the end of each year, the
committee should give the board a full report that reminds the board of the compensation philosophy it
approved; that clearly and accurately discloses compensation levels of its executive team and relates that
compensation to peer data; and provide minutes that summarize the committee’s discussions throughout
the year.

Engage Consultants Who Report Directly to the Board
Consultants live and breathe compensation and benefits, whereas most board members have only a
general understanding. A specialist’s review can ensure the credit union’s compensation dollars are
being used efficiently and that plans are fulfilling board and executive expectations. Consultants retained
by, and reporting directly to the board, help ensure that the board is receiving accurate, unbiased and
unfiltered information. Consultants help boards understand complicated concepts, such as the nuances of
comparability data.

No Screening or Filtering by the CEO
Boards received clear direction through NCUA’s Rule 701.4 in January of 2011 that the NCUA is
concerned about senior executives, especially chief executive officers, having too much influence over
the executive compensation set by the board. The NCUA clarified that the board must set executive
compensation without any “screening” or “filtering” from the CEO. In most areas of credit union
governance, boards appropriately follow the CEO’s direction. With executive compensation, however,
board members need to analyze consultants’ recommendations, lead out and make decisions without
any pressure from the CEO. In the past, many boards allowed the CEO to set compensation for the other
executives, but more and more boards are realizing that they need to take a more active hand in setting
compensation for the other senior executives as well.

Inspect Plan Modifications
Before approving a plan modification, the board should understand the reasons for the change, their
costs and the impact of the changes to benefits. As it reviews suggested changes, the board should meet
in an executive session to ensure that executives and any board members with a personal stake in the
outcome do not participate in the final decision. The board should also document its intent as it approves
changes to plans, so it is clear to future board members and executives why the board approved the
change.

Ensure Plan Documentation Is Compliant and Terms Understood
A plan sponsored by a credit union is subject to state and federal regulations, as well as a number of
provisions under the Internal Revenue Code—Section 457(f) and Section 409A to name two. Since
409A’s inception in late 2004, the Internal Revenue Service has issued more than 1,000 pages of
guidance under that section alone. Having plan documentation prepared by a benefits attorney minimizes
chances for regulatory or tax violations or for disagreements with executives or beneficiaries. Periodic
professional review ensures that law changes are incorporated into the documents in a timely manner.

In a recent review of a SERP designed with annual payments following termination, we discovered that
the board and executive believed that the SERP benefit would be taxed as the credit union paid the
benefit each year. We explained that taxation under Section 457(f) occurs when the substantial risk of
forfeiture lapses (e.g. retirement date attained during employment), regardless of when the credit union
pays the benefit. This resulted in a significantly lower projected net benefit than previously anticipated,
and required some difficult discussions for all parties involved.

Associate with Professionals to Monitor Legal Developments
The legal environment is fluid. Regular consultation with compensation professionals helps keep boards
informed and prepared for the changing landscape. For example, the Internal Revenue Service in
2007 indicated it would issue guidance under Section 457(f) of the Code, but despite some occasional
rumblings, the IRS has yet to issue any guidance. If and when the IRS does issue guidance, boards will
need to review their plans to ensure compliance with the new rules.

Summary
Compensation best practices bring comfort to boards and executives in knowing that their executive
compensation is competitive, compliant and an appropriate use of credit union resources.

Jim Patterson is an attorney with Sherman & Patterson, Ltd., a law firm focusing on executive
compensation in credit union and other tax-exempt entities. Jim has worked closely with state regulators
in the 46 states that have state credit union charters, as well as with regulators at the National Credit
Union Administration. www.SPLawFirm.net.
Dan Sherman is also an attorney with Sherman & Patterson, Ltd.
Tom Telford is an Area Senior Vice President with BFB Gallagher. Tom specializes in executive
compensation consulting for the credit union and other not-for-profit industries. www.BFBbenefit.com.

Learn more about executive benefits, institutional asset management, and benefit liability
management at www.BFBbenefit.com. For more information about this article or to schedule an
educational session, please contact Liz Santos at Liz_Santos@ajg.com or 877-332-2265 ext. 599.

